THE NEXT GENERATION PROJECT
MANAGER

By Dennis Sommer

Are you tired being an average project manager, working on average projects, being passed over
for promotion, and getting an average performance review? You need to understand something
right now. Being a certified Project Management Professional (PMP), proficient in the PM
knowledge areas and having successful projects under your belt, is not enough to be a top
performing project manager. There are new challenges and expectations today that require every
project manager to evolve to the next level. If you do not take action now, you will be left behind.
New Challenges
Think of all the challenges you face on a daily basis: Motivating teams who are harder to mold and
direct than those in the past. Introducing new services more swiftly to keep up with competitors.
Managing change in all its variations from new company regulations, methods, policies, etc.
Managing higher customer expectations. Managing higher company expectations.
Being a project manager with a traditional "tyrannical management and control" management style
does not succeed in this new business environment. This is one of the reasons why there have
been so many project managers, from all industries, let go in the past 3 years. Business executives
realised their traditional project managers were not adding value to the organisation. They could
not meet new challenges and expectations. Traditional project managers are considered dead
weight and on the endangered species list.
Meeting these challenges demands leadership. Why would you want to change your management
style? Well, let's see. Who is the best motivator? A Leader. Who gets the greatest effort and most
insightful thinking from people? A leader. Who always meets stiff challenges and goals? A leader.
Who summons from people old-fashioned workplace virtues like loyalty, commitment, and on-thejob exuberance? A leader. Who gets promoted? A leader.
Traditional Project Manager vs. Leader
So why are there so few leaders? Many believe the traditional "tyrannical management and
control" management style based on ordering people around, kicking butt, and taking names gets
results quicker. This can work, but there is a huge negative impact to employee morale, team
performance, and long term success.
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Review the following list, A Leaders 13 Core Competencies, and see whether you are a
traditional manager or leader. To keep your current project management position or advance your
career, you need to understand the difference between the two and which leadership core
competencies you will need to work on for future success.
A Leaders 13 Core Competencies
1. Management Style. Traditional project managers supervise, control and correct. Leaders
strategise, inspire, and motivate.
2. Goals. Traditional project managers focus on short term goals and follow endless series of
internal processes to the letter. Leaders think and act like an owner of the company,
recognise the importance of long term goals, have vision, and are committed to succeed.
3. Thinking Style. Traditional project managers are satisfied with incremental gains and follow
ideas that worked in the past. Leaders are constantly searching for new knowledge and
new ideas, willing to learn better methods and make sure employees expand their
knowledge base.
4. Communication. Traditional project managers engage in one-way communication, give
orders, and talk at people. Leaders encourage interactive communication, are receptive to
both positive and negative feedback, and listen to employees and customers.
5. Emotion. Traditional project managers are analytical and coolly detached. Leaders produce
emotional energy. They inspire employees and customers to consistently achieve goals.
6. Trust. Traditional project managers are firm believers in Murphy's Law. They constantly
monitor their employees. Leaders maintain a high level of trust with their employees.
7. Openness. Traditional project managers are closed minded, need everything proven to
them, and take pride in saying "NO!." Leaders embrace diversity and are highly receptive to
new ideas and people who are different.
8. Action. Traditional project managers gather good ideas and rarely implement them. They
over analyse, resist making decisions and avoid risk. Leaders are self starters and action
oriented, they think fast on their feet, come up with solutions to critical situations, and take
calculated risks.
9. Mentoring. Traditional project managers rarely coach or mentor employees. They focus on
how things should be done and strictly follow procedures and checklists. Leaders help
employees develop the habits they need to be more successful, empower employees to
make decisions, observe performance and provide feedback.
10. Change. Traditional project managers like things the way they are, will do anything to avoid
change, and see change as a threat. Leaders stimulate and relish change, adapt quickly to
change, do not fear it, and see it as an opportunity.
11. Attitude. Traditional project managers are pessimistic and not approachable. Their first
priority is to satisfy the boss, then customers and employees. They are judgmental and
push blame down the line. Leaders realise the impact of a positive attitude, they treat
everyone as special, remain objective, apologise and admit mistakes, and maintain a
positive frame of mind.
12. Value System. Traditional project managers do not have personal or team values
documented and they don't know their own corporate value system. Leaders document and
refer to personal and team values daily, they believe values guide people, and values are
something considered worthy in and of itself.
13. Performance Measurement. Traditional project managers rarely measure or review
performance. When they do, the measurements are judgmental, and employees rarely
know how they are performing on a day-to-day basis. Leaders are always measuring data
based performance, track employee progress, involve the employee in tracking their own
performance, and use the performance measurements as a training tool.
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How To Become a Leader
Were you born a leader? Of course not. Can you be a leader? Yes.
Leaders are made rather than born. To be successful and meet the new business challenges,
traditional project managers must concentrate on developing the 13 Leadership Core
Competencies. Leadership training, mentoring, experience, and daily dedication to the core
competencies will be the key to your success in the future.
To get started on your path to becoming a project management superhero, you need to take the
first step.
The following is a list of my favorite project management and leadership web sites that will help
you take the first step: www.btrconline.com, www.ccl.org, www.pmi.org, and www.business.com.
My favorite leadership books include: "One Minute Manager," "Seven Habits of Highly Successful
People," "Who Moved My Cheese," "Not Bosses But Leaders," "The Leader Manager - Guidelines
for Action," "Enlightened Leadership," and "First Things First."
Good luck with your future success.
Dennis Sommer is a widely respected and world renowned authority on sales, business
development and performance improvement. He is a leading adviser, author, and speaker
providing clients with practical strategies that improve personal and organization performance.
Dennis can be reached at dennis@btrconline.com or www.btrconline.com. .
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Next generation project managers believe in their projects; they are selective and take on projects that they believe in. They have a
deep sense of purpose and inspire their teams and stakeholders with the same. They also believe that they make a difference and with
every project they are changing the world in their own ways. Goal with Gaze. Traditional project managers are focused on the goals and
end-dates. They strive hard to deliver the goals within the project constraints. Next generation project managers understand that is
important but they have a long-term gaze. They try to achieve the goals, but with a long-term perspective. Project management is a
concept that industries want to know more about, and value. Disruption of different sectors brings broader goals than the traditional ontime and on-budget of disciplines such as construction and engineering. Project managersâ€™ range of hard and soft technical,
administrative and personal skills can be applied to cover most bases of workplace engagement. Versatile and transferable, they are not
tied to any one business, sector or profession, which in todayâ€™s flexible, fluid economy is hugely attractive. So, whether starting out
in the profession or a seasoned player refreshing or expanding your career, where are the most likely fruitful choices? Next-generation
project managers have adapted to new models of software delivery. And they have an updated set of skills. Believe it or not, they can
actually be flexible! Not a word often used to describe project managers (myself included). Iâ€™ve recently had the opportunity to talk to
a number of individuals and organizations to find out how the role is changing and what characteristics constitute the next-generation
project manager.Â Project managers with knowledge of business strategies and goals do a better job leading the team to create value.
They can react to changes in business priorities and strategies and adapt project approaches to stay in sync. â€¦and a solid
understanding of technology. Project management has only developed into a discrete discipline in recent years. In the past, line
managers tended to lead projects. They had management and leadership training but often lacked knowledge of specific project
management methodologies. These days the opposite is usually true.Â The challenge many organisations face is how to build the soft
skills of the next generation of project managers. Project managers are often highly trained in project management best practice. They
may hold PRINCE2Â®, MSPÂ® or APM Body of Knowledge qualifications in project management, but these focus on the technical
skills of project management such as risk, planning, change and progress management. Hybrid Project Management: The Next Step for
Agile. The Future is Flexible. Project Management Software: The Next Generation. 5 themes for the future of project management
software. Blockchain.Â Project managers lack the tools to effectively manage workload across teams because the solution required
relies on enterprise adoption of software. Make everyone do timesheets and resource planning just so project teams know whoâ€™s
available to work? No thanks. Unfortunately, unless we get strategic buy in for managing projects in a professional way, the resource
planning challenge isnâ€™t going anywhere soon. Projects on the Board: The Next Professionals.

